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Our Travel Style

Our global network of local experts deliver the types of experiences that can’t be Googled. Immersive trips that 
enable you to explore authentic local culture in a sustainable, experience-rich way. We love the highlights, but the 
real magic for us happens well away from a beaten path, the real life experiences you won’t �nd in a search engine.

Colombia Tour - For Karl Watson 
14 days/ 13 nights

About Your Trip

Start Location/Finish Location

Start Location Bogotá, Hotel Vilar, 
Colombia 

Finish Location 
Cartagena, Hotel Casa Mara, 
Colombia 

Accommodation
13 nights Hotel

Rooming Requirements
Twin Share 

Included Meals
Breakfast (13) 
Lunch (2) 
Dinner (3) 

Transport
Per Daily Itinerary 

Leader/Guide
English Speaking Leader 
throughout 

English local guide for all activities

Included Activities
Per Daily itinerary 

Entrance/Admission Fees
Where applicable with 
included activities 

Airport Transfers
Arrival and Departure Transfers are 
Included on a Group Basis 

Support
24-hour support from our local 
of�ce 

Exclusions  
• International Flights
• Any visas required 
• Services not mentioned in 

the itinerary 
• Late check out at hotels 
• Meals and drinks not 

mentioned in the itinerary 
• Drinks with included 

lunches and dinners 
• Tips for leaders, guide and 

driver 
• Expenditure of personal 

nature 
• Personal Insurance 
• Optional activities



Safe and responsible travel, always.

As you look to get back on the road, we continue to ensure our trips are safe for everyone. That includes our 
travellers, our leaders and crew and the people we visit along the way. Our health and safety policies follow 
recommendations from the World Health Organization and the World Travel & Tourism Council’s (WTTC) Safe Travel 
protocols for tour operators. Before we resume trips in any destination, our itineraries undergo a comprehensive risk 
assessment and audit, while leaders and suppliers will complete COVID-19 health and safety training. We have also 
introduced speci�c policies around testing and vaccination for your safety.

On the 29th July 2021 we introduced new safety measures that apply on all of our trips, except for tours in Australia 
and New Zealand. Travellers are required to produce: 

• Proof of COVID-19 vaccination

In all cases, you must be fully inoculated. This means you must receive the full dosage of the COVID-19 vaccine and 
allow enough time for immunity to take effect. Each COVID-19 vaccine has different dosages and timeframes for 
inoculation, so please check the relevant medical advice associated with your vaccine.

These new safety measures that apply on all of our trips, except for tours in Australia, New Zealand and the Cook 
Islands. From the 1st December 2021 travellers are required to produce proof of COVID-19 vaccination on all of our 
trips.

If you are unable to be vaccinated for medical reasons, you may apply for an exemption. Exemptions will be 
assessed on a case-by-case basis. To apply, you must provide a medical certi�cate from a medical professional.  

Children under 18 are exempt. Children aged between 5 and 17 years old must provide proof of either vaccination, 
recovery or a negative COVID-19 test. Please see the below section on children for further details.   .

For over 30 years we've been 
taking travellers around the globe, on 

small group tours with like-minded 
Intrepid people. Our extensive COVID-
19 Health & Safety Guidelines ensure 
your wellbeing is looked after during 

your travels. 

We're with you every step of the way 
through our value chain - from our 

suppliers, to our on ground operations 
and leaders. 

When we became certi�ed as the 
world's largest travel B Corp in 2018, it 
was not only our of�cial pledge to be a 

responsible business, but also a 
promise to be the best travel company 

for the world.



 About your Tour Leader

 Tour leader
On this trip you will be accompanied by one of our tour leaders. The aim of the tour leader is to take the hassle out 
of your travels and to help you have the best trip possible.  

Your leader will provide information on the places you are travelling through, offer suggestions for things to do and 
see, recommend great local eating venues and introduce you to our local friends. While not being guides in the 
traditional sense you can expect them to have a broad general knowledge of the places visited on the trip, 
including historical, cultural, religious and social aspects. We aim to support local guides who have specialised 
knowledge of the regions we visit. If you were interested in delving deeper into the local culture at a speci�c site or 
location then your leader can recommend a local guide service in most of the main destinations of your trip. 

Colombia Tour - For Karl Watson Itinerary

Day 1 / Date: 16th January 2023
Destination: Bogota 
Meals included: Welcome Dinner 
 
Bienvenidos! Welcome to Bogota! Situated at 2644 metres, Colombia's lofty capital is a charming, yet hectic, mix of 
old and new. With a wealth of cosy cafes, interesting museums and old churches, cosmopolitan Bogota is full of 
surprises. Your adventure begins with an orientation walk of Candelaria at 1pm. Please look for a note in the hotel 
lobby or ask the hotel reception where your group will be meeting.    
 
Included Activities 
• Orientation walk in downtown Bogotá 
• Private transfer to Andres DC. Approx. 40 minutes.
• Welcome Dinner in Andrés DC https://www.andrescarnederes.com/andres-dc 
• Private transfer to the Hotel. Approx. 30 minutes.
 
Accommodation  
Hotel Vilar de America or similar https://www.hotelvilaramerica.com/ 

Day 2 / Date: 17th January 2023
Destination: Bogota -Salento
Meals included: Breakfast 
 
This morning, immerse your senses in the �avours and colours of Colombia on a visit the famed Paloquemao 
Market, home to Bogota’s biggest selection of exotic fruits, fresh vegetables and food stalls – perhaps indulge in a 
delicious Arepa (Colombian style tortilla). Around lunch time take a short �ight (1 hour) to the coffee region and 
transfer (approximately 40 minutes) to the beautiful village of Salento. Take the time to stroll through its quaint 
streets and admire the colours of 'paisa' architecture at its best. For some local food, trout is the way to go. There are 
lots of ways to enjoy it, but it's most often served with a rich, garlicky cheese sauce. Colombia's national sport, tejo, is 
a popular pastime in Salento. Think bocce with gunpowder! This evening, try your hand at this fun activity with the 
group – made even better with a free beer in hand!

Included Activities 
• Paloquemao visit market
• Transfer-out
• Flight to Pereira AV8515 12:40-13:41
• Private transfer-in. Approx. 1 hour.

Accommodation  



Hotel Salento Real or similar https://www.hotelsalentoreal.com/ 

Day 3 / Date: 18th January 2023
Destination: Salento-Chinchiná 
Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
 
Travel by jeep out to the magni�cent Cocora Valley, home of the towering wax palm (Colombia's national tree). 
Spend the morning walking among the region's incredible scenery, perhaps hiking up to Acaime Reserve where 
colourful hummingbirds feed. The hike to Acaime (approximately 5 hours) is quite strenuous, with some steep and 
slippery sections, so you'll need good walking shoes as well as plenty of water and snacks. A generous boxed lunch 
will be provided. If you'd rather take it easy, you can explore the valley as you please, then take a jeep back to town. 
Later, travel deep into Colombia's coffee region for a two-night stay in a traditional coffee estancia, where you'll have 
a unique opportunity to learn �rst-hand about this wonderful bean.

Included Activities 
• Cocora Valley tour with Acaime reserve with lunch box.
• Private transfer to Hacienda Venencia. Approx.  2 hours. 
• Dinner in Hacienda Venecia.

Accommodation  
Hotel Hacienda Venecia https://www.haciendavenecia.com/ or similar

Day 4 / Date: 19th January 2023
Destination: Chinchina 
Meals included: Breakfast and Dinner.
 
Thanks to its tropical altitude and fertile volcanic soil, Colombia is one of the world’s largest coffee producers. You’ll 
get to know this addictive little bean a whole lot better on a guided tour of the coffee plantation and processing 
centre. Dig into the history of the plant, learning the inside story of the industry that's long buoyed the country's 
economy. See how the beans are grown, harvested, processed, dried, roasted and ground, and then sample �rst-
hand what all the fuss is about. Try different types of coffee grains and get a lesson on preparing different types of 
coffees – �nishing it all off with a steaming cup of freshly brewed joe. Afterwards, relax amid the estancia's beautiful 
surrounds of sloping green hills and valleys.

Included Activities 
• Coffee plantation tour, coffee tasting and coffee making
• Dinner in Hacienda Venecia.

Accommodation  
Hotel Hacienda Venecia https://www.haciendavenecia.com/ or similar

Day 5 / Date:  20th January 2023
Destination: Chinchiná-Medellin 
Meals included: Breakfast.
 
This morning we will leave the Coffee Estancia and take a 1- hour transfer to the small town of Chinchina, where we 
will then board a comfortable public bus for the journey to Medellin (approximately 6-7 hours). Along the way, learn 
a little more about the town's interesting recent history. Having spent the 1980’s and 90’s with an international 
reputation as one of the world's most dangerous cities (due to Pablo Escobar's infamous drug cartel), Medellin has 
turned itself around to become one of the most exciting cities in South America. And with some of the country's 
�nest museums, parks and architecture (as well as a much safer and comfortable atmosphere now) it's easy to see 
why its popularity is increasing. On arrival, explore this beautiful city on a an orientation walk with your leader, 
followed by free time this evening – why not check out some of Medellin’s famous nightlife!



Special Information: There are major roadworks on the road to Medellin, this can cause lengthy delays and make for 
a slow travel day, so take plenty of water and snacks for the journey. This road is also very winding so if you are prone 
to motion sickness it is recommended you prepare for this by speaking to your doctor before travel about travel 
sickness medication.

Included Activities:
• Private transfer from Hacienda Venecia to Bus stop in Chinchiná 
• Public bus to Medellin. Approx. 6-7 hours.
• Private transfer from Bus terminal in Medellin to Hotel Acqua.
• Orientation walk tour - this depends on the time of arrival in Medellin. 

Accommodation  
Hotel Acqua or similar  https://hotelacqua.com/ 

Day 6 / Date: 21st January 2023
Destination: Medellin 
Meals included: Breakfast.
 
Today you’ll enjoy breath-taking views of Medellin and its surrounds during a cable car ride up to Santa Elena. Sail 
up the mountain over brick houses, watching as the corrugated metal roofs give way to vistas of green valleys and 
forested peaks. Thanks to the elevation, things are usually a little cooler up here. Enjoy an include tour of a Flower 
Farm and when back in Medellin partake in a barrio transformation tour. This evening, you might want to search 
out one of the city's lively salsa bars (many count Medellin's nightlife as the best in Colombia).

Included Activities 
• Approximate time: Camp 1 to Camp 2 (3 hours); Camp 2 to Mutanyi (20 min.); Mutanyi to Camp 3
• Barrio Transformation Tour-Moravia.
• Medellin - Flower Farm tour
• Metrocable to Acevedo station and up to Santa Elena

Accommodation  
Hotel Acqua or similar https://hotelacqua.com/ 

Day 7 / Date: 22nd January 2023
Destination: Medellin 
Meals included: Breakfast and Lunch

The Peñol Boulder is one of the most spectacular destinations in the surrounding area of Medellín. The 200-meter-
high monolith can be climbed with a staircase of 740 steps. Enjoy breathtaking views over the stunning 
surroundings full of green mountains and blue lakes. The village of Guatapé is famous for its church and its 
beautiful, colourful paintings that decorate the houses of the village. On this day trip we will take you on a scenic 
drive through the Eastern Highlands of Antioquia. You can climb the Peñol Boulder, enjoy a delicious typical 
Colombian lunch on the waterfront of the Guatapé reservoir, explore the lake on a boat ride and take time to stroll 
and relax.
 
Included Activities 
• Guatapé full day tour. Includes: private transport & pick-up service at your hotel, travel-Insurance, bilingual 
attendance, entrance fee to the Peñol Boulder, boat ride on the lake  and traditional lunch.

Accommodation  
Hotel Acqua or similar https://hotelacqua.com/ 

Day 8 / Date: 23rd January 2023
Destination: Medellin 



Meals included: Breakfast 
 
Day at leisure.
 
Accommodation  
Hotel Acqua or similar https://hotelacqua.com/ 

Day 9 / Date: 24th January 2023
Destination: Medellin-Bucaramanga-Barichara
Meals included: Breakfast 

Today depart from Medellin, you'll arrive into Bucaramanga  early, the city is dubbed "The City of Parks," Santander's 
capital has some �ne green spaces and is a suitable spot to recharge your batteries. 

You will travel to Panachi Park, a national park offering spectacular landscape and the variety of outdoor activities. 
The park is served by a 6.3 km length cable car system. It is one of the longest systems of its type in the world. The 
system goes across the canyon from the station "Mesa de los Santos" to Panachi. It has three stations: The �rst one 
is located inside the park, the middle one next to the river and the last one in the "Vereda el Tabacal". Opened in 
January 2009, it quickly became popular for all its attractions, but the cable car became even more famous.

After lunch, your journey will continue for Barichara which is about an 1 ½ hour journey. On arrival check in and 
relax. 

Included Activities 
• Private transfer-out.
• Flight to Bucaramanga AV8498 departing at 6:10, arriving in Bucaramanga at 7:05.
• Private transfer to Panachi park. https://parquesdesantander.com/tienda/ . Approx. 3 hours.
• Panachi Passport + Cable Car entrance per person.
• Private transfer to Barichara. Approx. 2 hours.
 
Accommodation  
Alejandria Resort Barichara or similar https://alejandriaresort.com.co/barichara/ 

Day 10 / Date: 25th January 2023
Destination: Barichara
Meals included: Breakfast 
 
Day at leisure.

Note: Possible optional rafting activity this morning.

Experience the energy of the mighty river Fonce with a 10 km route that will guarantee a moment of fun, contact 
with nature and adrenaline of the different rapids class I, II and III that you will �nd along the way with the 
con�dence and security of the best team of guides and specialized equipment. https://colombia.travel/es/san-
gil/haz-rafting-en-el-rio-fonce 

Duration: 2 hours
 
Accommodation  
Alejandria Resort Barichara or similar https://alejandriaresort.com.co/barichara/ 

Day 11 / Date: January 26th, 2023
Destination: Barichara - Bucaramanga - Santa Marta 
Meals included: Breakfast.



In the morning, we will take a private van transfer (approximately 4 ½  hours) to Barichara Airport.
We will take a �ight to Santa Marta (approx. 1 hour). 
 
We will arrive at the city of Santa Marta, it is the oldest city in South America, so it keeps a historical and cultural 
legacy with colonial treasures. Thanks to its excellent geographical location here it is possible to have it all, 
innumerable ecosystems thanks to the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta and wonderful coves of white sand and 
crystal clear waters that form at the foot of this coastal mountain thanks to the waters of the Caribbean Sea. Its 
unique architectural heritage is worth appreciating if you visit the city.

Included Activities 
• 9:45 AM Private transfer to Bucaramanga airport. Approx. 4 ½ hours.
• Flight from Bucaramanga to Santa Marta AV9504 departing from Bucaramanga at 16:04, arriving in Santa 
Marta at 17:12
• Private transfer-in. Approx. 30 minutes.

 Accommodation  
Hotel Akuamarina or similar https://www.akuamarina.com/ 

Day 12 / Date: 27th January 2023
Destination: Santa Marta 
Meals included: Breakfast 
 
Head to Tayrona National Park – a series of jungle and coves surrounding the Caribbean coast on the foothills of the 
Santa Marta mountains. Today is all about hiking the forest trails for Tayrona’s beaches, and with a fair amount of 
hiking involved today, be prepared and make sure your walking shoes are on and you’ve packed some bug spray. 
Along the way, you’ll experience lush the green rainforest, the ambience of the jungle and all wildlife that inhabit it, 
and the special glimpses of coastline and beaches that peek through the canopies. The trail to stunning Cabo San 
Juan is well worth the effort; it's further away than some other beaches however highly recommended. The hike 
today is �exible and can be tailored to suit all �tness and energy levels. There can be some steep ups and downs, 
and some muddy spots if it’s been raining, so your group leader can organise a route that pleases everyone. When 
you’ve had enough hiking, swimming and relaxing, head back to Santa Marta for the afternoon/ evening.

Included Activities 
• 7:30 AM approx. Full day Cabo San Juan tour with English guide, private transport, insurance and entrance to 
the Tayrona.

Accommodation  
Hotel Akuamarina or similar https://www.akuamarina.com/ 

Day 13 / Date: January 28th, 2023
Destination: Santa Marta - Cartagena
Meals included: Breakfast 
 
Today depart from Santa Mata to Cartagena, one of South America's most historic cities where you’ll have free time 
to explore the old city. This inner walled town is the main attraction in Cartagena – it's packed with beautiful 
churches, monasteries, plazas and mansions. This town, founded in 1533 by Spaniard Don Pedro de Heredia, was a 
major centre of early Spanish settlement in the Americas. Its gold and silver exports made it a popular target for 
pirates, and its walled fort (now on UNESCO's World Heritage list) was built to protect both shipping and the slave 
trade. 

This evening enjoy a magical sunset aboard our boats. We will sail around the city visiting Manga, BocaGrande and 
then Tierra Bomba where you will have the privilege of seeing the sunset in the middle of the ocean. Then we sail to 
the bay of Cartagena where we will see the lights of the walled city shine in the night sky. This is the perfect time to 
enjoy the last view of Cartagena and close our wonderful trip.



Note: Possible boats: Bravo 410, Bravo 360, Bravo 380, Bravo 300.

Tonight enjoy a farewell meal in Cartagena

Included Activities 
• Private transfer to Hotel in Cartagena. Approx. 5 hours.
• 5:30-7:30 Sunset boat tour. Approx. 2 hours.
• Farewell Meal in Cartagena 

Accommodation  
Hotel Casa Mara or similar https://casamara.com.co/

Day 14/ Date: 29th January 2023
Destination: Cartagena
Meals included: Breakfast 

There are no activities planned for the �nal day and you can depart the accommodation at any time.

END OF SERVICES 



Essential Trip Information

Problems and emergency contact information

While we always endeavour to provide the best possible holiday experience, due to the nature of travel and the 

areas we visit sometimes things can and do go wrong. Should any issue occur while you are on your trip, it is 

imperative that you discuss this with your group leader or our local representative straight away so that they can do 

their best to rectify the problem and save any potential negative impact on the rest of your trip.

We recognise that there may be times when your group leader/local partner may not be able to resolve a situation 

to your satisfaction - if this is the case, please ask the leader to speak to their direct manager.

You may also choose to provide details in your online feedback, which we ask you to complete within 30 days of the 

end of your trip. Please do be aware that it is very dif�cult for us to provide any practical help after the trip is 

completed, so informing us while still travelling will give us the opportunity to resolve the issue in real-time.

For general contact details please use the following page: http://www.intrepidtravel.com/ourtrips/contact/

In case of a genuine crisis or emergency, you can reach our local of�ce on the number below. 

Intrepid Local Operator: +57-311-872-1892

Itinerary disclaimer

ITINERARY CHANGES

Our itineraries are updated regularly throughout the year based on customer feedback and to re�ect the current 

situation in each destination. The information included in this Essential Trip Information may therefore differ from 

when you �rst booked your trip. It is important that you review this information prior to travel so that you have the 

latest updates. Due to weather, local conditions, transport schedules, public holidays, or other factors, further 

changes may be necessary to your itinerary once in-country. The order and timing of included activities in each 

location may also vary seasonally to ensure our travellers have the best experience. Your tour leader will keep you up 

to date with any such changes once on tour.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

A selection of optional activities that have been popular with past travellers are listed in the day-to-day itinerary. 

This isn't an exhaustive list and should be used as a guide only for some of what might be available. Prices are 

approximate, are for entrance only, and don’t include transport to and from the sites or local guides unless 

indicated. All activities are subject to availability, and maybe on a join-in basis. It may not be possible to do all the 

activities listed in the time available at each destination, so some pre-planning for what you are most interested in 

is advised. When it's recommended that travellers pre-book these activities, look for a note in the Special 

Information section of the day-to-day itinerary. For most, they can either be organised independently on the day, or 

let your leader know you are interested in the Group Meeting and they can assist.



Where activities are considered medium or high risk, we work with operators whose safety and credentials we have 

sighted and assessed. Although it is possible that you may �nd the same activity cheaper with another operator on 

the ground, we cannot vouch for the safety or quality of that operator. Medium and high-risk activities not listed 

above have not been assessed by us and as such our staff and leaders are unable to assist you with organising these 

activities. Activities that contravene our Responsible Travel policies are also not listed. Please remember that the 

decision to partake in any activity not listed is at your own discretion and risk.

Feedback

Can’t stop thinking about your adventure? Tell us all about it! We read each piece of feedback carefully and use it to 

make improvements for travellers like you. Share your experience with us at: 

http://www.intrepidtravel.com/feedback/

Essential Trip Information

Passports, visas and entry requirements

PASSPORT

You will need a valid passport to travel internationally. As a general rule, most countries require that your passport 

has a minimum of 6 months validity remaining. Your passport details are required to complete your booking. Please 

ensure the passport details you provide are accurate. Any errors provided may result in extra fees for making 

corrections in bookings. We recommend taking copies of the main passport pages and other important 

documents with you as well as leave copies at home with family or friends.

VISAS

Visas are the responsibility of the individual traveller. Entry requirements can change at any time. It is important 

that you check your government's foreign travel advisories along with the consular website of the country or 

countries you are travelling to for the most up to date information speci�c to your nationality and circumstances. 

Please be aware that not all visa information found online from other sources may be valid while COVID-19 

restrictions are in place.

Visas can take several weeks to process, so make sure you research the requirements as soon as you have booked 

your trip to allow for obtaining any necessary documents as well as the application and processing time. Your 

booking consultant can advise on a visa processing service or you can apply yourself directly through a consulate. 

Below you will �nd general visa advice about the destinations on your trip.

Below you will �nd general visa advice about the destinations on your trip. Due to constantly evolving COVID-19 

requirements and restrictions, please refer to your government's foreign travel advice for most up to date 

information.

If you receive an immigration card upon entry, please ensure you keep this safe as it may be requested at point of 

exit. For further information regarding country entry and exit fees, please refer to the 'Money Matters' section of this 

document. 



COLOMBIA VISA

Americans, Australian, Belgians, British, Dutch, Germans and New Zealanders do not currently require a visa for 

Colombia.

South African passport holders do require a Visa to enter Colombia. Intrepid can assist in issuing a proof of 

accommodation form for the application process.

For all other nationalities please recon�rm your visa or entry requirements with the Colombian consulate in your 

home country.

Reciprocity tax for some passport holders:

The Colombian Government charges a reciprocity tax to Canadian passport holders which is payable on arrival. The 

COP$160,000 tax may be paid in Colombian pesos or US dollars, cash or credit or debit card in the Immigration 

Control Posts.

COLOMBIA COVID-19 ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

For the latest update of what is required in order to enter Colombia, please check your own government's foreign 

travel advice as well as see the following website: https://www.colombia.travel/en/covid-19-information

Medical and health information

GENERAL HEALTH

All travellers need to be in good physical health in order to participate fully on this trip. When selecting your trip 

please make sure you have read through the itinerary carefully and assess your ability to manage and enjoy our 

style of travel. Please note that if in the opinion of our group leader or local guide any traveller is unable to complete 

the itinerary without undue risk to themselves and/or the rest of the group, we reserve the right to exclude them 

from all or part of a trip without refund.

You should consult your doctor for up-to-date medical travel information or for any necessary vaccinations before 

departure. We recommend that you carry a �rst aid kit as well as any personal medical requirements as they may 

not easily be obtained while travelling.

COVID-19

The safety and wellbeing of our travellers, leaders, crew, staff, and suppliers continues to remain our highest priority 

as we travel. You can read more about how we will keep you safe on our trips, including our COVID-19 Health & 

Safety Guidelines here: https://www.intrepidtravel.com/safe-travels

HEALTH SCREENING

If you are unwell prior to travelling, please stay at home and contact us to make alternative arrangements. At the 

group meeting, you will be asked to complete a self-screening health form and report any COVID-19 symptoms as 

well as any close contact with someone who has suspected or con�rmed COVID-19. If you are displaying any 



symptoms or have any health concerns at this time, we will follow the advice of local health authorities to 

determine whether medical assistance, isolation or further action is required. It's quite possible that the destination 

country may have different or more strict protocols in place in relations to a Covid-19 case from your home country. 

This may include hotel or hospital quarantine or quarantine for the group. Please check your government's travel 

advice or contact the closest embassies to �nd out the details. We ask all travellers to continue to monitor their 

health throughout their travels and report any relevant symptoms to their tour leader.

MANDATORY VACCINATION POLICY

All travellers on Intrepid trips (outside Australia, New Zealand and the Cook Islands) are required to produce proof of 

full vaccination against COVID-19. From 1 December 2021, all travellers on Intrepid trips, including in Australia, New 

Zealand and the Cook Islands, are required to produce proof of full vaccination against COVID-19.

This policy is in addition to any speci�c testing or vaccination requirements for entry or exit to a destination or 

required by your airline. For more information, including a detailed FAQ about this policy, please visit

https://www.intrepidtravel.com/covid19

MOSQUITO-BORNE ILLNESSES:

Some regions of Central & South America can experience outbreaks of dengue fever. There is no vaccination against 

it, but there are preventative measures that you can take such as wearing long clothing, using repellent, and being 

indoors particularly around dusk and dawn. If you have a fever or feel unwell, please let your leader know right away. 

Protect yourself against mosquito-borne illnesses such as malaria by taking measures to avoid insect bites.

ZIKA VIRUS:

There have been reports of transmission of the mosquito-borne Zika virus in this region and we advise all travellers 

to protect themselves from mosquito bites. Given possible transmission of the disease to unborn babies, and taking 

a very cautious approach, we recommend all women who are pregnant or trying to get pregnant to consult with 

their doctors before booking their trip.

Vaccinations may be required or recommended for this trip so you should consult with your travel doctor to obtain 

the latest up-to-date information. It is your responsibility to ensure that you obtain any vaccinations or preventative 

medicines for the countries you are visiting – or any which may be required by your home country upon your 

return.

YELLOW FEVER:

A valid international certi�cate of vaccination against Yellow Fever is required in many countries. You may need to 

present this on arrival at the airport or border crossing. Some countries will refuse entry if you are unable to present 

your certi�cate. It's also quite common for your home country to request a Yellow Fever certi�cate on your arrival 

back home. It is your responsibility to check with your doctor well in advance of leaving home about the Yellow 

Fever requirements for the countries you'll be visiting.



MALARIA: There is no vaccination against malaria, which is transmitted by mosquito bites and is a risk in many less-

developed tropical areas in Africa and Latin America. Protection against mosquito bites is essential and where the 

risk is considered high, anti-malarial medications are recommended. Anti-malarial medications should be 

discussed with experts as there are different medications available and not all medications suit all people or all 

destinations. Where malaria is considered prevalent in mountainous regions we prefer that trekkers to altitude try 

to avoid the use of me�oquine (Lariam) if possible.

Food and dietary requirements

While travelling with us you'll experience the vast array of wonderful food available in the world. Your group leader 

will be able to suggest restaurants to try during your trip. To give you the maximum �exibility in deciding where, 

what and with whom to eat, generally not all meals are included in the trip price. This also gives you more 

budgeting �exibility. As a rule our groups tend to eat together to enable you to taste a larger variety of dishes and 

enjoy each other's company. If you have dietary requirements and/or food allergies, please let your booking agent 

know prior to departure.

While travelling with us you'll experience the vast array of wonderful food available in this region. Your group leader 

will be able to suggest restaurants to try during your trip. To give you the maximum �exibility in deciding where, 

what and with whom to eat, generally not all meals are included in the trip price. This also gives you more 

budgeting �exibility. As a rule, our groups tend to eat dinner together to enable you to taste a larger variety of 

dishes and enjoy each other's company. There's no obligation to do this though.

DIETARY REQUIREMENTS

Please let us know your diet requirements before your trip starts.

Generally speaking, in bigger cities/towns vegetarians can expect a reasonable range of vegetarian venues and/or 

vegetarian options within tourist restaurant menus. However, vegetarianism is not the norm in this part of the 

world so options can be limited when eating at homestays, small local restaurants, street stalls, markets, etc.

More restrictive diet requirements (vegans, coeliac, gluten intolerance, fructose intolerance, lactose intolerance, etc.) 

can also be accommodated along this trip but you should expect a lesser variety than what you can expect at 

home. We recommend that, if possible, to bring your own supply of snacks with you.

For those on strict Kosher or Halal diets, we understand your dietary requirements are important, however, 

sometimes due to cultural and language differences these are not always easy to convey when you are travelling. 

Your guide will do their best to assist you in translating your needs when eating out, but please be aware that these 

diets are almost unheard of in much of the continent and the best they may be able to accommodate is no pork 

and shell�sh. If this will be a concern for you you may need to consider opting for vegetarian or vegan meals for the 

included meals in your itinerary. We recommend researching kosher or halal options in your destination country 

prior to travel to see if you are able to buy snacks once there, otherwise consider bringing some from home. 

Accommodation



The style of accommodation indicated in the day-to-day itinerary is a guideline only and may change. On some 

occasions, alternative arrangements may need to be made due to the lack of availability of rooms in our preferred 

accommodation. In these cases, we will use a similar standard of accommodation.

Throughout the trip, we request that our properties prepare rooms in time for our arrival, especially if we're arriving 

prior to normal check-in time. However, this isn't always possible which means we won't be able to check-in 

immediately on arrival at some hotels. Instead, we can store our luggage and explore our new destination or on 

some trips, have use of shared day rooms until all rooms are available.

Transport

Plane, local bus, Private vehicle

Money matters

SPENDING MONEY

When it comes to spending money on the trip, every traveller is a little different. You know your spending habits 

better than we do, so please budget an appropriate amount for things like optional meals, drinks, shopping, 

optional activities, and laundry. Make sure you have read the itinerary and inclusions thoroughly so you know what 

is included in the trip price and what you may need to pay for while travelling.

TIPPING

Tipping can be an appropriate way to recognise great service when travelling. While it may not be customary in 

your home country, it is an entrenched feature of the tourism industry across many of our destinations and is 

greatly appreciated by the people who take care of you during your travels. It is always best to avoid tipping with 

coins, very small denomination notes, or dirty and ripped notes, as this can be regarded as an insult rather than the 

goodwill gesture it is intended to be.

OPTIONAL TIPPING KITTY

On Day 1 of your trip, your tour leader may discuss with you the idea of operating a group tipping kitty, whereby 

everybody contributes an equal amount and your tour leader distributes tips for drivers, local guides, hotel staff and 

other services included on your trip. This excludes restaurant tips for meals not included in your itinerary. The leader 

will keep a running record of all monies spent which can be checked at any time, and any funds remaining at the 

end of the tour will be returned to group members. We have found that this is easiest way to avoid the hassles of 

needing small change and knowing when and what is an appropriate amount to tip. Participation in this kitty is at 

your own discretion, and you are welcome to manage your own tipping separately if you prefer. Please note the 

tipping kitty excludes tips for your tour leader.

YOUR LEADER

You may also consider tipping your leader for outstanding service throughout your trip. The amount is entirely a 

personal preference; however as a guideline US$3-6 per person (in a currency relevant for your destination), per day 

can be used. Of course you are free to tip more or less as you see �t, depending on your perception of service 

quality and the length and involvement of your leader on your trip.



CONTINGENCY FUNDS

We try to plan for every eventuality, but there are still some things beyond our control. We reserve the right to 

change an itinerary after departure due to local circumstances or a Force Majeure Event. In such emergency 

circumstances, the additional cost of any necessary itinerary alterations will be covered by you. Please note we are 

not responsible for any incidental expenses that may be incurred as a result of the change of itineraries including 

but not limited to visas, vaccinations or non-refundable �ights. Make sure you have access to an extra US$500 for 

emergencies (e.g. severe weather, natural disasters, civil unrest) or other events that result in unavoidable changes 

to the itinerary (e.g. transport strikes or cancellations, airport closures). Sometimes these things necessitate last-

minute changes to enable our trips to continue to run, and as a result, there may be some extra costs involved. The 

recommended amount is listed in USD for the relatability of universal travellers, however, local currency may be 

needed once in the country to cover these costs.

When it comes to money matters on the trip, every traveller is a little different. You know your spending habits 

better than we do, so please budget a sensible amount for things like drinks, shopping, optional activities, tipping 

and laundry. It’s always better to bring a little more than you think you’ll need. Also make sure you’ve read your trip 

details thoroughly so you know what’s included in the trip price and what isn’t. This should make budgeting a little 

easier. You’ll �nd this info in the Inclusions section of your Essential Trip Information (that’s this document). 

The recommended amounts are listed in USD for the relatability of universal travellers, however the local currency is 

needed in the countries you are visiting.

CONTINGENCY FUNDS:

We try to plan for every eventuality, but there are still some things beyond our control. Please make sure you have 

access to the equivalent of an extra US$500 for emergencies (e.g. severe weather, natural disasters, civil unrest) or 

other events that result in unavoidable changes to the itinerary (e.g. transport strikes or cancellations, airport 

closures). Sometimes these things necessitate last minute changes to enable our trips to continue to run, and as a 

result there may be some extra costs involved.

MEALS NOT INCLUDED:

For this trip we recommend between USD 25 to 50 per day. How do we work this out?

Breakfast - If breakfast is not included, you can expect to pay between USD5 to USD10 at a local café.

Lunch - If you are happy with a quick snack on the go, you may get away with as little as USD5 to USD10 for a set 

menu at a local eatery or a sandwich and a drink at a café. On the other hand, a lunch meal at a more tourist 

restaurant can cost between USD10 to USD15.

Dinner - At dinner time, your leader will normally recommend restaurants where you can safely try the local 

specialties of the region. Expect meals to cost between USD12 to USD25 for a main.



These are indicative prices only. If you are in a tight budget, are happy to eat just local food and are not afraid of an 

upset tummy every now and then, you can eat cheaper than this. If you want to try just the �nest food at the �nest 

restaurants, then you can expect meals to cost as much as in western countries.

CREDIT CARDS & ATMs:

ATMs are widely available in major towns and cities across Latin America. Credit cards are generally available in 

tourist shops and restaurants. Visa and Mastercard are generally preferred over American Express, Diners, etc. 

Smaller venues take cash only.

Check with your bank before departure that your card is accepted in the countries you are travelling to and what 

their fees and charges are. Also ensure your bank is aware of your travel plans as - suspecting fraud - they may 

cancel your cards after the �rst few international transactions. Be aware that your withdrawing limit may vary from 

country to country (regardless of your withdrawing limit in your home country) and it can be as low as the 

equivalent to USD100 per day. If bringing over cash, please note USD100 bills with serial number CB or BE and any 

other USD bills that are old, torn, written or stamped on will not be accepted by local banks.

The of�cial currency of Colombia is the Colombian Peso (COP).

Colombian peso bank notes are issued in 1000, 2000, 5000, 10,000, 20,000 and 50,000 denominations.

Packing

What you need to bring will vary according to the trip style you have chosen, the countries you are visiting and 

when you are travelling. Generally speaking, we recommend you pack as lightly as possible and make sure that you 

are able to carry and lift your own luggage, and walk with it for short distances or up or down a �ight of stairs. Our 

travellers usually �nd the smaller their luggage is, the more they enjoy the trip not having to worry about carrying 

heavy bags! Aim to keep your main luggage under 15kg.

Many travellers carry their luggage in a compact smaller suitcase or backpack with wheels. We recommend your 

bag has carry straps or handles so it is easy to lift and carry for the times you are unable to wheel it (ie. on rough 

surfaces or up steps).

If you are taking overnight trains, or primarily using public transport then the smaller your luggage the easier it will 

be to store under or above bunks. Large suitcases may not be able to be taken on board. A lockable bag or small 

padlock for your bag will be useful especially when travelling on public transportation as well.

You'll also need a day pack/bag to carry water, camera, and jacket etc. when you’re exploring during the day.

Below we have listed the essentials for this trip: https://www.intrepidtravel.com/packing-list

WATER BOTTLE



Please bring your own water bottle to re�ll along the way. Although it can be dif�cult to avoid bottled water when 

travelling, please use the water dispensers which are provided on some of our vehicles and at some of our 

accommodation. Your leader will advise whether tap water is safe to drink in your destination, if it is you can simply 

re�ll with tap water. When unable to avoid bottled water it is better to buy the largest available and distribute into 

your smaller bottle for the day.

ESSENTIAL:

- Closed-in shoes will help to protect your feet from cuts and scratches when walking through cities as well as 

bush/grass-lands, and will also act as a barrier protection in rare cases against bites or stings

- Sun protection - hat, sunscreen, sunglasses

RECOMMENDED:

- Soft and/or hard copies of all important documents e.g. air tickets, passport, vaccination certi�cate, etc. and keep 

the hard copies separate from the originals. While not valid, a copy makes it very much easier to obtain 

replacements if necessary

- Water bottle. We recommend at least a 1.5 litre capacity. The sale of bottled water contributes to an enormous 

environmental problem around the world. In addition to the water in bottles, the production of a 1 litre plastic bottle 

takes 2 litres of water and 200ml of oil. A large proportion end up in limited land�ll or discarded in waterways and 

natural environments

- Electrical adapter plug (view the following sites for details: https://www.iec.ch/worldplugs/list_bylocation.htm or 

https://www.worldstandards.eu/electricity/plugs-and-sockets/)

- Personal medical kit. Your guide will carry a large kit but we recommend you carry items such as mild pain killers, 

electrolytes and bandaids.

- Insect repellent

- Watch/Alarm clock or phone that can be used for both

- Swimwear

OPTIONAL:

- Ear plugs to guard against a potential snoring room-mate

- Phrase book

VALUABLES:

Please try to avoid bringing unnecessary valuables, and use your hotel safe. It’s also a good idea to purchase a 

money belt or pouch that is easily hidden.

LAUNDRY

Laundry is available at many hotels and towns during this trip, although you might need to wait for a two-night 

stop in order to make sure you get it back in time. While laundry at hotels is usually charged by the item, 

laundromats usually charge by the kilo, which is generally inexpensive (about USD 2 per kilo)

Phone and internet access



WhatsApp is a popular way to communicate in Latin America. We recommended downloading WhatsApp prior to 

departure to communicate with by text with your leader and group members during the tour. Once downloaded, 

please validate your phone number before leaving home as you will not be able to do this once you arrive unless 

you have international roaming enabled. Connections for making phone calls through WhatsApp are not reliable, 

so please do not use this app to make calls to our emergency phone line.

Group Leader

All group trips are accompanied by one of our group leaders. The aim of the group leader is to take the hassle out of 

your travels and to help you have the best trip possible. Intrepid endeavours to provide the services of an 

experienced leader however, due to the seasonality of travel, rare situations may arise where your leader is new to a 

particular region or training other group leaders.

Your leader will provide information on the places you are travelling through, offer suggestions for things to do and 

see, recommend great local eating venues and introduce you to our local friends. While not being guides in the 

traditional sense, you can expect them to have a broad general knowledge of the places visited on the trip, 

including historical, cultural, religious, and social aspects. At Intrepid we aim to support local guides who have 

specialised knowledge of the regions we visit. If you are interested in delving deeper into the local culture at a 

speci�c site or location then your leader can recommend a local guide service in most of the main destinations of 

your trip.

Safety

Most national governments provide regularly updated foreign travel advice on safety issues involved with 

international travel. We recommend that you check your government's advice for their latest travel information 

before departure and ensure that your travel insurance covers you for all destinations and activities on your trip. 

Please refer to our website's safety page for links to major travel advisories and updates on safety issues affecting 

our trips here: https://www.intrepidtravel.com/travel-alerts

We strongly recommend the use of a neck wallet or money belt while travelling, for the safe-keeping of your 

passport, �ight tickets, cash and other valuable items. Leave your jewellery at home - you won't need it while 

travelling. Many of our hotels have safety deposit boxes, which is the most secure way of storing your valuables. A 

lock is recommended for securing your luggage.

Your leader will accompany you on all included activities, however, during your trip you'll have some free time to 

pursue your own interests or relax and take it easy. While your leader will assist you with the available options in a 

given location, please note that any optional activities you undertake are not part of your Intrepid itinerary, and 

Intrepid makes no representations about the safety of the activity or the standard of the operators running them. 

Please use your own good judgement when selecting an activity in your free time. Please also note that your 

Leader has the authority to amend or cancel any part of the trip itinerary if it's deemed necessary due to safety 

concerns.



Intrepid's operational safety policies can be viewed on our website at the link below. We recommend that you take 

a moment to read through this information before travelling, and would appreciate any feedback on how safety is 

being managed on our trips. https://www.intrepidtravel.com/safety-guidelines

PETTY THEFT AND PERSONAL SAFETY

While travelling there is always the risk of pick-pocketing and petty theft, particularly in the more touristy cities. We 

recommend that you exercise caution when walking alone at night and encourage you to walk together and only 

on main, well-lit thoroughfares. Be particularly vigilant on public transport. Simple measures like carrying your day 

pack on your front, not hanging your bag over the back of your chair or on the �oor and wearing a money belt will 

reduce any chance that your valuables should go missing.

MONEY WITHDRAWAL:

In order to avoid fraud and theft, it is advisable that you withdraw money from ATMs located inside banks or 

guarded shops during business hours only.

SEAT BELTS:

Please be aware that local laws governing transportation safety may differ from those in your home country and 

not all the transport which we use is able to provide seat belts.

FIRE PRECAUTIONS:

Please be aware that local laws governing tourism facilities in this region differ from those in your home country 

and not all the accommodation which we use has a �re exit, �re extinguishers or smoke alarms.

A couple of rules

Everyone has the right to feel safe when they travel. We don’t tolerate any form of violence (verbal or physical) or 

sexual harassment, either between customers or involving our leaders, partners or local people. Sexual relationships 

between a tour leader and a customer are strictly forbidden.

Use or possession of illegal drugs will not be tolerated on our trips. If you choose to consume alcohol while 

travelling, we encourage responsible drinking and expect that you’ll abide by the local laws regarding alcohol 

consumption.

The sex tourism industry is known to exploit vulnerable people and have negative consequences on communities, 

including undermining the development of sustainable tourism. For this reason, patronising sex workers will not be 

tolerated on our trips.

By travelling with us you are agreeing to adhere to these rules. You must at all times comply with the laws, customs, 

foreign exchange and drug regulations of all countries visited, and you also agree to travel in accordance with our 

Responsible Travel Guidelines.



The decision of the group leader is �nal on all matters likely to affect the safety or well-being of any traveller or staff 

member participating in the trip. If you fail to comply with a decision made by a group leader, or interfere with the 

well-being or mobility of the group, the group leader may direct you to leave the trip immediately, with no right of 

refund. We may also elect not to carry you on any future trips booked.

If you feel that someone is behaving inappropriately while travelling with us, please inform your tour leader or local 

guide immediately. Alternatively, contact us on the emergency contact number detailed in the Problems and 

Emergency Contact section of this Essential Trip Information.

For additional Conditions of Carriage regarding COVID-19, see here: https://www.intrepidtravel.com/conditions-

carriage

Travelling on a group trip

As you travel on a group trip you will be exposed to all the pleasures and maybe some of the frustrations of 

travelling in a group. Your fellow travellers will probably come from all corners of the world and likely a range of age 

groups too. We ask you to be understanding of the various needs and preferences of your group - patience with 

your fellow travellers is sometimes required for the bene�t of everyone's travel experience. Remember too that you 

have responsibilities to the group. If you are requested to be at a place at a certain time, ensure that you don't keep 

the rest of the group waiting. We have found time and time again that the very best trips we operate are those 

where the dynamics within the group work well - this takes just a little effort on your part. Due to privacy reasons, 

we are unable to provide you with contact details and any personal information about your fellow travellers booked 

on your trip prior to departure.

SOLO TRAVELLERS

This is the beauty of our style of travel: many of our travellers join because they are travelling solo and want to meet 

and share experiences with like-minded people.

We pair up solo travellers with another traveller of the same gender as per your passport or the information we have 

in our booking system, so if you identify differently from the gender marker on your passport, please let us know in 

advance.

We also have an optional single supplement available on most trips for travellers who prefer to have their own 

room. Please note that this only applies to accommodation during the tour. Pre-trip and post-trip accommodation 

booked through us will be on a single room basis.

Some of our itineraries have accommodation booked on an open gender, multi-share basis and where applicable 

this will be speci�ed in our Essential Trip Information.

Travel Insurance

Travel insurance is compulsory on all our trips for those travelling internationally. We require that at a minimum you 

are covered for medical expenses including emergency repatriation. If you are travelling within your home country 



or region please con�rm before travel that you are entitled to access the public medical system easily should an 

accident occur. We strongly recommend all travellers have a policy that also covers personal liability, cancellation, 

curtailment and loss of luggage or personal effects. For international trips, you will not be permitted to join the 

group until evidence of travel insurance and the insurance company's 24-hour emergency contact number has 

been sighted by your leader.

If you have credit card insurance your group leader will require details of the participating insurer/underwriter, the 

level of coverage, policy number, and emergency contact number rather than the bank's name and your credit card 

details. Please contact your bank for these details prior to arriving in-country.

Travellers who reside within the European Union or Switzerland receive basic international health insurance, so 

travel insurance is not mandatory under European Union Law. However, as this does not cover situations such as 

emergency rescues, private health care, or repatriation to their home country, comprehensive travel insurance is 

strongly recommended. European Union or Swiss travellers who decline travel insurance when travelling outside of 

their home region must sign a Travel Insurance Waiver Form at the Group Meeting.

For assistance with travel insurance or other services, please visit the link below:

https://www.intrepidtravel.com/booking-resources/our-services

Responsible Travel

Our Responsible Travel Policy outlines our commitment to preserving the environment, supporting local 

communities, protecting the vulnerable, and giving back to the places we travel. All our trip leaders, suppliers, and 

staff are trained on these principles and are core to us delivering sustainable, experience-rich travel.

Explore the different parts of our Responsible Travel Policy by visiting:

https://www.intrepidtravel.com/responsible-travel

The Intrepid Foundation

Help us change thousands of lives by creating meaningful work and supporting skills training in communities 

around the world.

The Intrepid Foundation is the not-for-pro�t for Intrepid Group. We work with local organisations around the world 

to improve the livelihoods of vulnerable individuals and communities through sustainable travel experiences. With 

our travellers’ help, we’ve contributed more than AU $6 million to over 100 community organisations since 2002.

Did you know that tourism is one of the biggest contributors to the global economy, making up 1 out of every 10 

jobs? That’s why we support local projects that create meaningful jobs and give people the skills they need to work 

in the destinations we take you to. And it’s why we exist – to make it easy for travellers to give back to the 

communities and places they’ve been in an effective and meaningful way.



Intrepid Group covers all administration costs, every cent goes directly to the projects. Donating is simple and 

secure. Please ask your leader for information about the projects we support through The Intrepid Foundation or 

visit our website: http://www.theintrepidfoundation.org/

Travel Insurance

UK Residents:
For UK residents we have partnered with InsureFor to provide you with a travel insurance policy that includes Covid-
19 cover. Please call our reservation team on 0808 274 5111 for an exclusive discount on your policy. 
 
North America Residents:
For US residents we have partnered with Allianz Global Assistance. Covid coverage is available through Allianz, 
please speak with one of their agents for information. You can contact the Allianz reservations team on 1866-884-
3556.

For Canadian residents we have partnered with Allianz Global Assistance. Covid coverage is available through 
Allianz, please speak with one of their agents for information. You can contact the Allianz reservations team on 
1800-491-0851.

Australia Residents:
For Australian residents we have partnered with nib to provide you with a travel insurance policy that includes 
Covid-19 cover. Please contact your Tailor-Made consultant for a quote. 

Booking Conditions

By booking this Intrepid Travel Tailor-Made Adventure, 
you agree to the Intrepid Standard Booking Conditions 
https://www.intrepidtravel.com/au/booking-
intrepid/booking-conditions and any deviations 
speci�ed below that apply to your Tailor-Made booking 
as set out below.
 
If you are making a booking on behalf of a group, you 
must ensure each traveller has read and agrees to our 
Booking Conditions before making the booking. 

• You must provide a travellers’ name list and 
details including name as per passport, 
passport number and expiration date, 
nationality, DOB, gender, rooming 
requirements, dietary requirements, medical 
concerns at least 60 days prior to departure of 
the trip.

• All rates are per person, based on indicated 
numbers travelling together as one movement. 
Any changes to the group size at any time 
before or after con�rmation of services will 
require the trip to be repriced.

• The details set out in your proposal are a 

• Hotels listed in the quote are indicative only and 
are subject to change. If the hotel listed in the 
quote is unavailable, we will con�rm an 
alternative hotel of similar standard.

• If complimentary transfers are included, (on a 
group basis) they are only applicable if going to 
accommodation booked through us. Please 
advise �ight arrival details (�ight number and 
arrival time) at least 30 days prior to departure if 
you wish to have this transfer provided. There is 
no guarantee we can arrange this transfer if we 
receive these details within 30 days of 
departure.

• Some Tailor-Made tours, such as our Tailor-
Made Australia trips, may have cancellation 
terms that deviate from those set out in the 
Intrepid Standard Booking Conditions. Your 
Tailor-Made consultant will advise you of the 
cancellation conditions that apply to your 
booking prior to you paying your deposit.

• You acknowledge that you are choosing to 
travel at a time where you may be exposed to 
the COVID-19 virus. We will take all reasonable 

https://www.insurefor.com/
https://buy.travelinsurance.ca/TravelInsurance.aspx?pid=CTAgen&a=m4Trey1N&lang=en
https://buy.travelinsurance.ca/TravelInsurance.aspx?pid=CTAgen&a=m4Trey1N&lang=en
https://www.nibtravelinsurance.com.au/
https://www.intrepidtravel.com/au/booking-intrepid/booking-conditions


quotation only. The pricing and itinerary are 
subject to availability of accommodation, 
transport, leaders, and other suppliers at time of 
booking. We reserve the right to amend and 
requote itinerary if such suppliers are not 
available.

• By making your payment, you are agreeing to 
the most recent itinerary and price quote. All 
revisions will be subject to requote and 
additional approval.

• A contract will exist when we accept your 
deposit.

• If we, or a third-party operator, is required to 
make amendments to your original proposal, 
subsequent pricing may become applicable to 
your booking.

• Any changes to the itinerary made by you 
AFTER services have been con�rmed will 
require a revised quote and may be subject to 
an additional charge (as levied by hotels, 
ground operators or airlines). No additional 
changes are permitted within 30 days prior to 
departure. 

steps to ensure your safety and may require you 
to follow additional safety protocols before and 
during your trip. Depending on the most recent 
health information available to us, we may 
require you to comply with mandatory health 
policies, including the need for proof of 
vaccination or medical tests. More information 
can be found on our Covid-19 Customer 
Information page here. Please note that these 
policy requirements are subject to change 
following advice from relevant authorities.

https://www.intrepidtravel.com/au/covid19
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